


Theorecal research and standard pracces show 
that reducing energy costs and increasing the 
efficiency of a venlaon system could easily be 
achieved by re-using the warmth contained in 
the extract air within a room.

This is where Damvent’s                  soluon 
bebecomes important.

It is obvious that the global climate is changing. Energy
costs are exploding and the trend suggests it will connue
to increase. Therefore, saving energy is more important 
than ever!  Achieving a comfortable microclimate is 
directly related to the presence of quality venlaon. 
Unfortunately, it has been proven that a significant part 
of the energy of the energy consumed within buildings is lost when 
using poor venlaon systems. This fact produces 
financial consequences for users and contributes to
polluon of the environment.



It is a fact that people spend most of their lifeme
inside buildings.  According to some
researchers, the me spent inside buildings is
equivalent to 90% of our daily lives. Therefore,
the quality of indoor air has a great influence on
the health of its occupants.  

Elderly people and children are parcularly sensive
to the quality of indoor air. High quality indoor air 
has a posive influence on the producvity of  
occupants. This is especially important within 
office buildings, banks, conference rooms, 
classrooms, hospitals, etc.



COPnet = Nfans + Ncompressores
Q plate heat exchanger + Q heat pump

Extracng heat from the ambient air is an 
inefficient process.  In comparison, the  max.e2    
uses the extract air from within the room.  Under 
normal condions, this air ranges in temperatures 
between20-24°C.  Firstly, 60-65% of the heat is 
recovered in the plate heat exchanger and then at 
a a temperature between 4-10°C, the air enters the 
evaporator of the heat pump, thus recovering the 
remaining 30-35%.  

Using this method, we achieve a COPsystem of 10 
and avoid frost formaon on the evaporator 
(which commonly occurs in all convenonal heat pumps).  

Thus, max.e2    delivers “defrost”= 0min.



PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
max.   e2 uses a plate air-to-air heat exchanger 
made from aluminum fins with a condensate 
drain pain and a mounted motorized damper 
(bypass and “free-cooling”).  

Efficiency (Sensible) – E ≤ 65%÷70%.

The components wherein condensaon may occur 
(such as direct expansion coils and plate heat 
exchanger), are equipped with a condensate 
drain pan.  The condensate is removed via drain 
outlets connected to siphons (detailed schemacs 
are provided with the documentaon of the unit).  
The The condensate drain pans are a welded steel 
structure made from 1.2mm thick galvanized 
steel sheets with a powder coang.







MAX.E 2         13.0 uses Plug Fans complete with an IE2 efficiency motor and a separate 
frequency inverter mounted within the unit. The fan wheel is stacally and dynamically 
balanced on the axis of the direct-driven motor.

Innovaon at a Glance:

     •  Significant weight reducon, which reduces
    motor bearing loads and increases the 
    system service life.
     •   Drasc noise reducon generaon leads to 
    tonal noise reducon up to 5 dB.
     •     •   Significant increase of the impeller efficiency
    which reduces the absorbed power.
     •   Reduced power consumpon - up to 15%
    energy savings during operaon.
     •   Significant CO2 reducon – improved mechanical
    properes when compared to steel.
     •   No welding seams - high peripheral velocies
        up to 70m/s.
     •   Suitable for operaonal temperatures from -20°C to 
            +80°C, in comparison to steel impellers.
     •   Corrosion free.
     •   No toxic gas emissions.
     •   Colorfast.







DISTRIBUTION OF WORKING MODES



AHU with DX / water secon

Air cooled heatpump mounted outside

Boiler for the water systems (when outside temperatures are very low)

Pipes, fastenings, insulaon, etc.

Pumps for water systems

Extra labor

Common auCommon automaon and controlling systems

Higher installed power capacity (higher costs for wiring)

Higher BMS costs (two or more systems)

More space for installaon

The capital costs of                         in comparison with the convenonal air cooled
heat pump is equivalent or lower.  Lower energy consumpon delivers immediate 
cost savings.

heat recovery
venlaon unit
with implemented
heat pump
automaon
and control
ssystem





These figures are representave and may vary based on customer specificaons, components used, and factory improvements.
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